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1. SYNOPSIS :
The new developed device of Solmeta that will be commercialized
around mid-october 2011 offers a kind of relooking of a top mid-range
gps device taking into account the actual models specifications but
bringing a touch of simplicity, of sobriety and also much of good sense !
Indeed, the device I got at disposal is -I admit- a prototype only, but it
shows as evident how Solmeta took into account the experiences of the
past to bring real solutions, solutions I had like to name « major
solutions » to this type of devices.
It doesn’t bring new technological upgrades that are typical to photogps, however, -compared to the model Geotagger N2- it brings to us a
tridimensional compas, which is the same as the one mounted in the
famous Geotagger Pro, and -for the first time in the line of Solmeta
devices- it has no own battery supply !
Much more in the next pages …

2. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE DEVICE :
The packing :
The Solmeta Geotagger N3 est delivered in a box kept closed by a
magnetic contact and you will find -further than the gps- the set of
needed accessories to be able to use the device fast, easily and
completely.
The device, like all other models of the brand, is delivered in a protection
bag. You will also find a wired remote, a fixing clip to hold the gps along
the strap of the camera, its user’s manual. The whole is protected by a
sheet of foam to prevent from damage in case of eventual shocks.
Is not included : wired double-connexion « Y »
If you consider that this accessory is important for you, it is better to
order it together with your gps device in order to reduce the shipment
costs !
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The gps itself :
The device is mounted in a dark grey housing of only 56x36x19mm
(hotshoe foot not included).
Its weight is only 50g.
The housing is made of dark grey satin plastic and has a LED (side of the
main LCD of your camera) to display the modes, on its right side a
connexion for the wired remote and on its left side the calibration button
for its 3D compas.
Fixed to the housing and indissociable, a spring cable ending with the 10
pin plug for your camera (other types are available, just make your
choice between the different compatible Nikon DSLR when purchasing).

3. FUNCTIONALITIES AND POWER SUPPLY:
Functionalities :
-

The
The
The
The
The

latitude ;
longitude ;
Heading (thanks to its 3D compass) ;
altitude ;
number of satellites used for the position computing.

The refreshment of the data happens every second.
The power supply :
The gps power supply happens through the battery of the camera, and
this is the first time Solmeta uses this solution for its gps devices !!
Everyone knows that Solmeta always gave a high importance to the
limitation of energy use of its devices, here again it happens.
The power use is only 60mA in permanent mode and less than 8mA in
the mode « sleep ».
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Like it happens with others models of the brand, the Geotagger N3
manages perfectly the data it acquires by keeping in memory the last set
of data in case you enter a place where the satellites signals can no
longer be received, a building for instance.
This means that the last set of data is available to be recorded in an
image that would be taken while the satellites reception is interrupted !
Mode « active/wake-up » and mode « sleep » :

the Geotagger N3 works automatically under 2 different modes,
depending the camera in « on » or not, this reduces of course the power
use but without compromise to the exactitude of the data which could be
recorded at any moment into a photograph taken !
This means that switching the camera « off » sets automatically the
Geotagger N3 in the « sleep » mode and switching the camera « on »
again wakes-up immediately the gps, making it operational immediately
with new acquired data.
Really switching the Geotagger N3 needs you remove the connexion plug
from the camera.

4. THE « LIKES » AND THE « DISLIKES » :
+++

Solmeta finally listened to its customers and introduced
the so long awaited housing fixed ;

+++

In the same spirit, the option « spring cable » was
adopted, this will prevent too much traction to damage
the internal connexion components of the gps
housing ;

+++

By choosing a gps without own power supply, Solmeta
wants to make this device simple to use and avoids -for
the photographer- the care of battery loadings ;
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+++

The introduction of the modes « wake-up » and
« sleep » confirms the will of Solmeta to limit the use
of energy when being on the field ;

+++

The integration of a wired remote is particularly
appreciated ;

---

The calibration of the compas with success is
particularly delicate taking into account you have to
operate
2
manual
rotations
of
the
pair
« camera+mounted gps » on each of the 3 axis ;

---

The fact the gps is dedicated to only one camera model
(or type of connexion) can be penalizing for the
photographer working i.e. with a D90 and a D300S ;

---

The output direction from the housing of the gps cable
is unfortunately in the alignment of the camera strap
when the camera is held at the neck for instance.
An output via a 90° forward plug would have been an
easy and full solution to the unconvenient situation ;

5. THE TESTS :
These were realized as well outside than inside and we have to admit
that the geographic coordinates recorded into the Exif of the images
were particularly precise …and accurate !
I could not be so affirmative with what concerns the heading, this one
being correct (max. error of 5-10°) only after a good and very precise
calibration…
The altitude is generally approaching reality if we accept a difference
between 5 and 10 meters.
The sensivity of the device is really high and very efficient what concerns
the number of satellites used to compute the positions, this explains the
excellent results of the geographical coordinates.
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The validity of the tests was done by comparison with other devices used
at the same time, in identical circumstances and strictly oriented in the
same directions, all being kept at at least 30cm from the camera. The
point 6. below will give more info.

6. COMPARAISON WITH OTHER GPS DEVICES :
In order to follow the comparisons we made, please have a look at the
spreadsheet here :
http://www.geosolve.be/SOLMETA-2011.10-TEST-RESULTS-Geosolve.pdf

7. CONCLUSIONS :
This new device from Solmeta seems to me as being a real and serious
upgrade meeting the wishes of the users and customers we are.
An additional upgrade should have been brought in this new device, it
concerns the housing output cable direction that could have been built at
90° forward to prevent friction against the strap of the camera !
The quality of construction is well there and the relevance of the
geographical coordinates is exemplary, which is finally most important!!
A new device that I like very much, really simple to use and that does
not require battery maintenance. In a few words only, a device I can
really use anywhere and at any time without any preparation !
It is unfortunately not possible to use it with cameras having a different
connexion type than the one you chose when purchasing…
This is a disadvantage to the advantage of having a fixed cable.
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